
RST-Tool: An RST Analysis ToolMihael O'DonnellDepartment of AI, University of Edinburgh,80 South Bridge, Edinburgh. EH1 1HN, UK.email: miko�aisb.ed.a.ukAbstratRST-Tool is a graphial interfae for marking up the rhetorial struture of a text. Thistool aides in both the segmentation of text, and the graphial linking of these segments intoan RST-tree. The user an intermix both mononulear or multinuler strutures. MKeon-style shemas an also be inluded. The analysed text an be saved either as postsript forinlusion in douments, or exported for statistial analysis.1 IntrodutionRhetorial Struture Theory (RST: Mann & Thompson 1987, Mann et al. 1993) is a theory ofdisourse struture used widely through the text generation ommunity, and the wider disourseommunity. RST analyses a text in terms of a dependeny tree, with eah node of the treebeing a segment of text. Eah branh of the tree represents the relationship between a node(a nuleus) and an item of text whose ourrene is dependent on that text (the satellite).Figure 1 show the RST analysis of a short text (from Mann & Thompson 1987).1Performing an RST analysis of a text by hand is a messy business. One starts to drawlines between bits of text, hanges ones mind, rosses out the lines, draws new lines, and beforelong, one has an unreadable mess. Putting the whole proess on the omputer an simplifythe proess, making the analysis quiker, and allowing analyses to be altered without too muhmess.In my present projet, Ilex,2, we need to RST-analyse a substantial body of text, for usein a generation system whih intermixes generated and (annotated) anned text. The analysisalso needs to be entered into the omputer in a mahine-readable form. Rather than usingtext-based entry methods, we have developed a graphial interfae to failitate the analysis andmarkup of RST struture. This paper desribes this tool, whih we all RST-Tool.Using this tool, one simply drags the mouse between segments of text to establish a relationbetween segments, and is then o�ered a list of labels to apply to that relation. Complex textstrutures an thus be analysed quikly. The interfae is easy and intuitive to use.Another appliation of the tool revolves around its use in variable-length doument presenta-tion { on-line douments whose length an be adjusted to the user's demands. Text marked-upusing the RST-Tool an then be presented on the web, by a program whih knows how tosummarise this text on the basis of its RST-struture. See my paper in this volume for details.The tool is used in two stages. Firstly, the user marks the segment boundaries throughoutthe text (see setion 2). Seondly, the user graphially links these segments together into anRST-tree (see setion 3). Eah of these tasks has a separate interfae within the tool.1The RST �gures throughout this paper are sreen-dumps from the RST-Tool. The RST-Tool an export�gures as postsript, but the proess is urrently being debugged for inlusion in Latex douments.2An EPSRC-funded projet, Chris Mellish and Jon Oberlander prinipal investigators. See Knott et al. (1996)for details.



Figure 1: RST Analysis of a Short Text

Figure 2: Text Segmentation ToolThe RST-Tool is written in Tl-Tk, and is freely available for Unix, Ma and PC platforms.See http://www.dai.ed.a.uk/sta�/personal pages/miko/RSTTool/ for details.2 Text SegmentationThe text segmentation interfae is shown in �gure 2. Using this interfae, the user inserts '<br>'throughout the text at eah point where a segment boundary should our. In \Segment" mode,simply liking on a desired segment boundary inserts this marker. However, if the user desiresto edit the text (modifying the text, orreting spelling errors, et.), liking on the \Edit"button shifts to edit-mode, allowing the text to be modi�ed.To redue the number of liks, the RST-Tool an automatially detet sentene boundaries.Cliking on the \Sentenes" button automatially inserts a break mark between eah sentene.Unfortunately, deteting lause boundaries within a sentene is more omplex, and is not yetsupported.This system doesn't yet allow embedded elements { rhetorially dependent text-segmentswhih our within the dominating text segment. For instane, we might wish to treat theembedded lause in the following as dependent on the main lause: John, { I think you knowhim { is here for two weeks. At present, the interfae does not handle suh ases. A simplesolution is for the user to move the embedded text outside of the enlosing text.



Figure 3: Text Struturing Tool3 Text StruturingThe seond step of RST Analysis involves struturing the text. The text struturing interfae ofthe RST-Tool allows the user to onnet the segments into a rhetorial struture tree, as shownin �gure 3. For presentation, the RST-Tool follows the graphial style presented in Mann &Thompson (1987).Initially, all segments are unonneted, ordered at the top of the window. The user anthen drag the mouse from one segment (the nuleus) to another (the satellite). Upon releasingthe mouse button, the system o�ers a menu of relations to hoose from (the user an use therelation-sets provided with the system, or provide their own).The user an swith freely between text segmentation and text struturing mode { to edittext, or to hange segment boundaries. The system keeps trak of the struture assigned so far.If the user, in editing the text, deletes a segment, the system forgets struturing informationonerning that segment.3.1 Types of StrutureApart from simple nulear-satellite relations, the tool allows a number of other options:� Multi-nulear Relations: suh as joint and sequene (see �gure 4).� Text Soping: sometimes we might want to treat a nuleus-satellite omplex as itself thenuleus (or satellite) of a relation. The RST-Tool allows you to insert a span node overa nuleus and its sub-struture. This span-node an then �ll either nuleus or satelliteroles. For instane, the spans labelled \1-3" and \2-3" in �gure 1 were reated in thisway.� Shemas: Pure RST would seem to analyse a text into a single top-nuleus, with all therest of the text being a satellite of that unit, or a satellite of a satellite, et. Multi-nulearrelations alleviate this weak premise somewhat, but are not the whole solution. Beingunhappy with this situation, we added the apability to use MKeon-style shemas in theRST-Tool, what are sometimes alled \story grammars". These allow a sequene of namedelements of struture, e.g., introdution, body, onlusions, bibliography, et.(see�gure 5). We �nd that the maro-struture of a text is best modelled with shemas, whilethe lower levels are aptured through RST relations.� Clause-Internal Struture: in my work on rst-based text summarisation, I have foundthat better quality summarisation an be ahieved if we push RST-analysis into the lause,



Figure 4: Soping and Multi-nulear Relations
Figure 5: Constituent Strutureand allow the lausal adjunts to be treated as satellites of the nulear lause itself. Forinstane, (N: Edward surrendered,)(S: in 1245). Some of these adjunts an be onnetedto the lause with standard RST relations, but many an not. A set of new relations,borrowed from the Systemi labelling of adjunts (f. Halliday 1985), has been added forthis reason.3.2 De�ning RelationsWhen forming a relation between two text-nodes, a menu pops up prompting the user to speifythe relation-type. These relations are not built into the system, but an be edited by the user.The user modi�es a text �le to add, delete or modify the relation set. A sample set derivedfrom Mann & Thompson (1987) is inluded with the distribution.3.3 Other PointsBeause rst-strutures an beome very elaborate, the RST Tool allows the user to ollapsesub-trees { hiding the substruture under a node, This makes it easier, for instane, to onnettwo nodes whih normally would not appear on the same page of the editor.The user an save the present state of the sreen as postsript, for inlusion in Latexdouments. Alternatively, a snapshot utility an be used to save seleted parts of the struturein other formats. The strutured text an be saved to a �le, for later re-editing, or for use invariable-length doument presentation.4 ConlusionsThis paper has presented the RST-Tool, a graphial interfae for marking up the rhetorialstruture of text. The tool is useful for several reasons:1. Reduing Analysis Time: the tool redues the amount of time taken to analyse text,ompared with hand-analysis, or text-based entry. The tool allows easy reation of stru-tures, and modi�ation if needed.2. Figure Preparation: The tool provides an easy way to prepare �gures depiting RSTstruture for inlusion in douments.



The RST-Tool has also proved useful in its role as doument preparation software forvariable-length doument presentation. While some summarisation systems attempt to useautomatially reognition of RST struture, software has not yet been developed whih pro-vides reliable automati reognition of RST struture over unrestrited text. However, goodprogress in this diretion is being made by Ono et al. 1994; Maru (1996); Ho�man (1996), et.5 ReferenesHalliday, M.A.K. 1985 Introdution to Funtional Grammar. London: Edward Arnold.Ho�man, Beryl. 1996. \Summarization: an Appliation for NL Generation ". Proeedings of the 8thInternational Workshop on Natural Language Generation, Herstmoneux Castle, UK, 13-15 June.Knott, Alistair, Chris Mellish, Jon Oberlander & Mik O'Donnell. 1996. \Soures of Flexibility inDynami Hypertext Generation". Proeedings of the 8th International Workshop on Natural LanguageGeneration, Herstmoneux Castle, UK, 13-15 June.Mann, William & Sandra Thompson, 1987. \Rhetorial Struture Theory: A Theory of Text Organiza-tion". Tehnial Report ISI/RS-87-190.Mann, William, Christian Matthiessen and Sandra Thompson. 1993. \Rhetorial Struture Theory andText Analysis". In Mann, William and Sandra Thompson (eds.) Text Desription: Diverse Analyses ofa Fund Raising Text. Amsterdam: John Benjamins.Maru, Daniel. 1996. \Building up rhetorial struture trees". Proeedings of the Thirteenth NationalConferene on Arti�ial Intelligene (AAAI-96). August 4 - 8, 1996, Portland, Oregon.O'Donnell, Mihael. 1997. \Variable-Length On-Line Doument Generation". Proeedings of the 6thEuropean Workshop on Natural Language Generation Marh 24 - 26, 1997 Gerhard-Merator University,Duisburg, Germany.Ono, Kenji, Kazuo Sumita, & Seiji Miike. 1994 \Abstrat generation based on rhetorial strutureextration". Proeedings of the 15th International Conferene on Computational Linguistis (COLING-94), Vol. 1. August 5-9, Kyoto, Japan.


